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[Froin the Boston Patriot.]
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__ ’Kendall and Barry
„ —Post- Office ManOutrageous abduction of a Child.—The Mo- I Female Self-Possession.—A correspondent
of
a Philadelphia paper, relates the following agement!—Poor Barry! Bankrupt as he
The Portland and Quebec Rail Road.—It!
bile
Mercantile
Advertiser
of
the
30th
ultimo
<
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
contains the following :—
iincident as having occurred during the riot- was in reputation when he left the Post Of- the New Hampshire Patriot, we find a letter
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY morning, by
fice Department, Amos
Arnos Kendall appears de- from Col. Longj who has been employed in
bee
“ This community have perhaps never <ous proceedings at Baltimore—
, JAMES K. REM1CH.
“ To give you some idea ofthe power of termined to degrade him still further ! A re making an examination of the route for a rail
been
more
excited
or
outraged,
than
it
was
"Office on the Main-Street,-opposite tlieMeeting- House.
1 will state a circumstance which oc- cent article in the Globe, confessedly from the road from Portland to Quebec, addressed to
the day before yesterday, by the intelligence beauty,
I
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
curred
last night. A physician who had act- pen of Kendall, enumerates the following re the Hon. Isaac Hill, in which he states some
that
a
child
of
one
of
our
citizens,
Dr.
Ges<
Two dollars per aununi, if paid within the year.—
ed as one of the mounted guard, became .forms in the Department’ at Washington—a interesting facts relative to this route.
Interest will he charged on all subscriptions which nard, had been carried off, and that too by an I <
that fact, obnoxious to the will of the | Department which Amos and Blair and the From these facts it appears that the route, al
j
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No own brother. The circumstances of the ab-i from
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub duction were not generally and fairly known 1imob ; they therefore, in full fury, marched to whole party have been upholding for the last though by no means impracticable, presents
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
until about eleven o’clock in the morning of ]his house. It was almost 12 o’clock, a few j five years as economical—honest—and inca- obstacles of a serious character, and more
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
formidable probably than vfcere anticipated
of the inhabitants had retired to their rest ;! pable of improvement J—
_
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount that day. About that time, an alarm of fire <
Mr. Kendall
the
Post- by the friends of the enterprise. Col. Long
’•When
------- —
........ came
........ into
............
- —
had been given, which had called out the ]Mrs.------was seated at her door when the
'charged for its insertion.
came suddenly upon the house—she Office Department, he found Mr. Kyle in left Portland on the 6th of July, accompanied
several fire companies, and a considerable crowd
<
stepped
out on the porch and demanded in a charge ofthe paper room, at a salary of $600, by Charles Fox, Esq. agent for the city of
number
of
the
citizens
of
the
place.
The
«
MISCELLANEOUS.
Brown superintendent
at $500, mak
.--j
...u  Portland, and proceeded northwardly about
fire which had caused the alarm was easily |loud voice, ‘ Gentlemen,’what do you want ?’ and Mr. ”
77 miles, to Andover, the most remote settle
Staggered at the fearlessness of the lovely ing for both $1100.
and speedily extinguished. Information was
» SO WAS FRANKLIN.”
He assigned both duties to Mr. Kyle at ment on the route. The ground thiis far is
“ O you’re a ’prentice,” said a little boy the then communicated to one of the fire compa- icreature, the leaders hesitated for a moment
mostly favorable. Here they entered the
other day, tauntingly, to his companion. The pies that a child ’ofDr. Gesnard, five or six —and then told the object of the unceremo $600, thereby saving $500.
If it was right in Mr. Kendall to dismiss, wilderness, and proceeding in the same direc
addressed turned proudly around, and while years of agp, had been stolen by one of his nious visit. She stated that her husband was
tion, found an ascent to be encountered, of
the fire of injured pride and the look of pity (Dr. G.’s) brothers ; that this inhuman depre not in—said that there was no one in the it was wrong in Mr. Barry to retain :—
He found Mr. Burrows receiving as a mes- about 500 feet in a distance of six miles.—
were strangely blended in his countenance, dator ha(( left intelligence behind in a letter, house but herself, another female and her in
$700 ; for inclosing blanks $400 ; and They there entered the lake country, which
with another brother, that for thirty thousand fant. ‘ If you are Baltimorians,’ said she, I senger,
’coolly answered, “ So was Franklin.”
SR26A • at thp samp, time they approached without making any de
1 ;know you will not attempt to molest us, in
in nprnniaitps
perquisites nhnnt
about $200
; at the same time
The motto of our infipitile philosopher dollars the child would be restored to its pa ct
.
1 __ _____
____ .
_____ . .~z.z~.r-. nnntkar rrnntlomon
txzot! orn n 1 nvnn 111 rill’Ar»!'contains too much to be forgotten, and should rents, and unless this ransom should be paid unprotected as we are ; if you are not, pass another gentleman was employed in direct scent. The residue of the route is thus de
be engraved on the minds of all. What can they would never see it more. It was fur in.’—Saying this, she stood aside—but they ing blanks and sending out locksandkeys scribed.
“ We first struck upon Lake Allagundebabetter cheer a man in humble calling, than ther stated that the agonized father had con exclaimed, ‘No, madam, we will not harm at $800.
He assigned the entire duty as to blanks j gog, then upon Lake Molechunkamaunk,
the reflection that the greatest and best of sented to redeem his boy, in the manner pro you,’ and passed on. 1 am told that her
earth—the greatest statesmen—the brightest posed, having first offered $15,000 which was nerves were strung to such a pitch, that she and locks and keys, to Mr. Burrows, at $800 ; both of which are on the same level or very
raised'an assistant messenger whose salary nearly so. Having crossed these lakes, we
^philosophers and the proudest warriors— refused, and that the brother who was acting fainted immediately afterwards.”
was $350, to the place of messenger ; gained passed a very flat ridge dividing between the
as mediator was at that moment at the bank
bave once graced the same profession ?
$150 lake last mentioned, and Mooselamagentic
Advertising for Nothing,—We were about a clerk for other duty, and saved
Look at Cincinnatus ! At the call of his receiving a part of the ransom money. The
Lake. The latter being elevated about 30
He found Mr. Cox receiving $400
country he laid aside the plough and seized I| company to which these facts were made to write a paragraph on this subject, so inter
feet above the former. We proceeded thence
’the sword. But after wielding it with entire1 known immediately repaired in a body to the esting to printers, but we find the following as assistant messenger; $144 for keep
into Lake Cupmetuc, on the same level, and
success—when his country was no longer j Bank, seized the brother that they found from the Salem Gazette, so much to the ing a horse ; and $200 as librarian.
ascended thence in the valley and vicinity of
He took off the $200 as librarian, be
endangered, and public affairs needed not his ’' there, and bore him away to a place of secret point, that we shall forbear for a while ex
the Cupmetuc stream, to the summit dividing
cause no such service was performed,
longer stay—he “ beat his sword into a plough ;| confinement for examination. This one se pressing our own sentiments :
200 between the waters of the Atlantic and those
We find in our letter box an advertisement, saving
share,” and returned with honest delight to cured, it was next resolved to make sure of
that tall into the St. Lawren.ce. In the as
He found Mr. Bell receiving as clerk
two other brothers, who if not actually in the calling a meeting of the members of a certain
'his little farm.
cent of this stream, an elevation of at least
$500
:
as
night
watch
$250,
and
as
society
;
but
as
the
notice
contains
no
refer

plot,
it
was
feared
would
communicate
intel

Look at Washington ! What was his
500 feet is to be overcome, which may be ef
Sunday
watch
$100.
ence
to
any
7
individual
to
whom
we
may
look
’course of life ? He was first a farmer ; next ligence of the movements that were going on
fected, at a gradation no where exceeding one
He discharged Mr. Bell, caused a
a commander-in-chief of the host of freedom to the man that was absent with the child, for payment, we omit it for the present. If
degree. Having reached the summit, on
—fighting for the liberation of his country and thus thwart all further efforts for its re any person v/ill become responsible for the new night watch to be employed, and
which we crossed the boundary line dividing
payment, we will print the advertisement directed the messenger to attend as oc
from the thralls of despotic oppression ; next, covery.
between the United States and Lower Cana
might require', on Sunday, thus
The citizens of the place had by this time with pleasure, in our next paper. The offi-I: casion
■‘called to the highest seat Of government, by
GO U1 n (T
GOO da, we soon struck Arnold river, which arises
his ransomed brethren, a President 'of the become generally informed of the facts, and cers of a society ought not to attempt to , saving
in the same swampy tract that gives birth to
ich
wuin.
iv*
uvu.ii.
“
,
..
I
He
found
Wm.
Jackson
employed
have
their
work
fbr
nothing,
when
a
tax
of
|
H
the
excitement,
which
was
very
great,
had
largest republic bn earth ; And lastly, a farm
the Cupmetuc stream, the distance from wa
quarter
of
a
cent
upon
each
of
their
I
as
assistant
messenger
at
$350,
and
cli

half
a
become universal. In a short time, and at
er again.
ter to water not exceeding half a mile, and
short intervals, the other two brothers were members would be amffy sufficient to pay all ‘ lowed jor keeping a horse $144, which,
Look at Franklin ! He who
commenced our descent in the valley of the
luvernsing bills,
oius. The New York Eve- i with tne harness belonged to the Bepai t“ With the thunders talked, as with a friend, found and taken into custody.—In the mean their advertising
river just mentioned, viz. Arnold’s river, and
makes the following remarks on ’ ment. He discharged .Jackson, and di¡Afid waved his garland of the lightning’s wing, time such measures had been taken with the ning Post
T
travelled downward about 16 miles to Lake
■
■ conduct•
rected
the horse and harness to be sold,
, , .ln sportive twist.”
the
i
first that was seized as extorted from him a the prevalent custom of laying
510• Magantic, the descent for a distance of ten,
saving at least
What was he 1 a printer I once a menial in confession of his knowledge of the hiding ors of the press under contribution, for chari- thereby
i
miles being such as to require a gradation of
He discharged Harrison, a laborer at
•a printing office ! Poverty stared him in the place of the absent brother and child. He tuble purposes, to which no other class of so
300 one degree. We then proceeded downward
Ifiice, but her blank, hollow look could not solemnly promised on condition of his life’s ciety is thought liable, or would fbr a moment $300, and saved
along the Lake and in the valley ofChaudaunt him. He struggled through a harder being spared him, that he would use all the think ofsubmitting :—
2,260 diere river, 60 miles, to the upper settlements
Making an annual saving of
current than most are called to encounter— means in his power to rescue the child alive,
“ One rule of this office is, that all adver
on the river last mentioned, the declivity af
But this is not all. Dr. Mason re
but he did not yield. He passed manfully which he believed could be done by allowing tisements, of whatsoever nature, which are
ter leaving the lake being on an average of
onward, bravely buffeting misfortune’s bil the brother who had borne him off to escape admitted into the Evening Post, must he paid signed ; and Mr. Loughborough, whose
about 10 feet per mile.
lows, and gained the desired haven !
also with his life, after surrendering up the fbr at the rate of prices established for the or salary was $1600, was made Chief
“ Through the entire distance from Lake
What was the famous Ben Johnson ? He child; although he had been assured if he dinary business advertisements. Not a day Clerk, and Mr. Johnston brought in at
200 AHagundebagog, to the upper settlements on
•was first a brick-layer or mason ! What brought any other persons with him, the life passes that a number of advertisements are a salary of $1400, making a saving of
thé Chaudière, we had to groupe our way
One clerk has died, whose place has
was he in after years ? ‘Tis needless to an ofthe boy should be sacrificed on the instant. not inserted in the public prints, and it is the
800 through a trackless wilderness, encountering
swer.
The necessary arrangements were soon custom of some newspaper offices to admit not been filled, being a saving of
thickets, swamps, windfalls, &c., the dis
But shall
snail we go on, and
ana call
can up in proud
piouo tnai
je for the pursuit, but by tins
made
this time the iall of that description either gratuitously or
$4,062 tance being abolit 120 miles. We then pro
Making a total annual saving of
array all the mighty host of worthies that j popu|ace .exasperated
at the
unnatural
act of for half price. The proprietors of this jour
___
r
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’
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*
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These retrenchments have been made in ceeded down the Chaudière 66 miles, in view
have lived z.and
died, vw«
who
were cradled in the barbarity
’ which
had1 1been committed,
had inal submitted ao this tax for a good while ;
lap of penury, and received their first lesson assembled in such great numbers around the but
they at length found it proper to recede salaries, or what was equivalent. In inciden of one of the most beautiful countries I ever
I
in the school of affliction ? Nay, we have city prison, manifesting, too, such a spirit of from
the custom, and place all advertisers on tal expenses they are believed to 6e much beheld, to this city, the entire distance from
i
Portland to Quebec, by the route pursued,
cited instances enough already—more than indignation at the outrage, 4that it was con- jan equal footing. Their reason for this greater.
being about 275 miles, which is some 8 or 10
So
we
learn
from
the
above
(says
the
Bos

enough to prove the point in question ;— sidered unsafe to take the individual, who. course
was
twofold
:
in
ahe
first
place
the
<
namely, that there is no profession, however bad promised to act as their guide, out of amount
which in this way they were required ton Atlas) that Barry has been paying a libra miles shorter than the nearest travelled road.
j
low in the opinion of the world, but has been confinement until the crowd be dispersed, ito give yearly was much larger than any one rian, when there was no library to be kept ! The elevation of the main summit above tide,
honored with earth’^ greatest and her worthi As the first step to accomplish this end, the not acquainted with the details of our busi-1He
-----has allowed Mr. Jackson,■ for the sake of
. agreeably to the best observations 1 have
been able to make without the aid of instru
est.
City Troops and the Guards, who had been ness would suppose; and in the second place j his name, we suppose, to keep a horse,and
Young man '. Does the iron hand of mis called out shortly after the excitement began, they are often called upon to contribute to i ride, when he was really not too good to ments, is 15 to 1700 feet.”
The project appears to have been very fa
fortune press hard upon you, and disappoint were dismissed, and the assembled citizens objects which they could not approve. They walk ! Amos has not only compelled him to
ment well nigh sink your despairing soul 1 were requested, by the commander of the chose, therefore, to put the whole matter on walk—but to walk off! Barry too employed vorably entertained at Quebec, as we infer
Have courage ! Mighty ones have been your cavalry company, hi an audible voice, to go a fair business footing, to require pay for all , a laborer at $300—whom Amos has ffismiss- from the notices of it in the Quebec papers,
and Capt. Yule, of the Royal Engineers, was
• • - > -it ihomes,
------- and leave ,,ii
predecessors—and have withstood the cur immediately
to their
all r,„.
fur advertisements, and to contribute to public ed—and thus saved his salaiy to the btate.
rent of opposition that threatened to over ther procseedings to a party of citizens that and private charity, as other individuals do, Yet with all this mismanagement lying at his appointed by the Governor in Chief to accom
whelm their fragile bark !
had taken the matter for the present into their whatever they might feel able or willing to door—corrupt, imbecile as he is, Baiiv has pany Col. Long.
Do you despise your honorable stations— own hands. The request was complied with, afford. The stationer who furnishes books been rewarded with the office of Minister to
Can it be?—A writer in the Mississippian,
and repine that you are not placed in some though not without some apparent reluctance. and paper to a charity school, the carpbnter Spain, and having pocketed his $18,000 outfit
the nmmti
country
with his says that the names of near 450 persons have
. departed tu
v wit
nobler sphere ? Murmur not against the dis- While the crowd was dispersing, in prosecu who makes the desks and benches, the mor- and salary has
been given, who are engaged in travelling
z
pensatiori of an all-wise Creator ! Remem tion of the plan proposed, the Don Juan, a chant who sells the drapery for a pulpit, and plunder.
through all the slave holding States, for the
ber that wealth is no criterion of moral rec small low pressure boat that runs remarkably the upholsterer who puts it up, all require
titude, or intellectual worth ; that riches dis still, was chartered, and got in readiness for pay for their wares or their work, without
Amos Kendall.—The Washington corres purpose of inciting a general insurrection, to
honestly gained are a lasting curse ; that vir the expedition. Just at nightfall, the party, reference to the objects in view. There is pondent of the New York Star, in speaking take place on the 25th of December, 1835.
tue and uprightness work out a rich reward ; with their guide, embarked on board the boat no reason why our business should not be of Amos Kendall says
“ To give you an We hope and trust that the assertion is whol
viewed
in
the
same
light.
Those
who
make
and that
idea
of
the
favor
lavished
upon
this unworthy ly without foundation.
and left the city for the place designated,
“ An honest man’s the noblest work of God.” which was some fifteen or twenty miles up our advertising colnmns a medium of com man, for his cringing and flattery, take the
We have long entertained the opinion, says
munication with the public must pay the sta following bonus to “ the family” : —
And when dark disappointment comes, the Mobile river.
the New York Mercantile Advertiser, “ that
$6000
don’t wither at her stare ; but press forward
Amos Kendall. P. M. G.
Yesterday morning, at sunrise, the boat re ted prices ; and we trust, when the proprie
the conduct of the Abolitionists, instead of
Alex. Kyle, (father-in-law) paper
and the prize is yours ! It was thus with turned—and joyful to relate 1 with the stolen tors of this journal are called upon individu
benefitting the slaves would have a precisely
600
Franklin ; it can be thus with you. ’Tis
7 well I chi]d in saf‘ety jI The joy of the parents, es ally to contribute to objects worthy of su p-J ware house and superintendent.
contrary effect, and would operate directly
worth contending for, and success may at pecially of the father, who was awaiting anx port, that they will not be found to be gov-1 Amos Kendall, jr. 4th auditor’s
against their interest, either by an increase of
1000
office,
tend you ; and the “ stars” will be brigher iously the return of the boat, can be better erned by sordid considerations.”
their burdens, or an abridgment of their pres
1000
Alexander Kyle,
do.
than the “ stripes.”— Utica Record of Genius. imagined than painted. As the boat reached
ent privileges. Such a result we already seé
It is stated that the respectable society of
the wharf, the child was held up to.the view
in the following resolution of the City Coun
$8,600
An even trade.—An explorer had just re ofthe father, when in the rapture of his feel- Friends in Westmoreland, England, are
cil of Washington, which was adopted on
turned from the woods, brushed away the! ings he fell on his knees and gave thanks to much divided in opinion—one portion wish A good round sum, indeed, for one family, and Thursday.”
musquitoes and black flies, and feeling an God. To those who had witnessed his agony ing to introduce written sermons and music amply sufficient to stimulate every energy of
“ Resolved, That the Committee on Polite
inclination for a change of diet, from salt< the day previous, this scene of a father em into their religious services, and another stren the kitchen, among whom rewards have been inquire into the propriety and expediency of
as
liberally
bestowed.
”
uously
resisting
these
innovations.
The
ques

bracing
his
lost
boy,
was
really
affecting
be

pork and hard bread, to something more con
prohibiting negroes and mulattoes, whether
genial to his returning appetite, called for a yond all description.—Whether the brother tion is to be referred to the yearly meeting
bond or free, from assembling together for
dinner. “ Mine host,” eyeing his bushworn that acted as mediator and guide on that oc for decision.
Gen. Harrison.—A letter in the Cincinnati any purpose whatever, after sundown ; and*
garments, demurred, until the“ needful” was casion, and the one who committed this
that they further inquire into the propriety
A Southern house, on receiving a case of Gazette, dated Louisville, Aug.<), says—
•exhibited; after which, feeling some com strange and atrocious theft, were allowed to
« I have only time to say, before the mail and expediency of prohibiting by law the is
punctions of conscience for his doubts, set escape, or what was or is to be their fate, is English mustard, manufactured in Hull, a^d
suing of any license to free negroes or mulat
himself busily at work, and soon ushered his more than we can fully ascertain. Certain it sent from N. York, found every bottle envel closes, that we entered Louisville this eve toes for keeping a tavern or ordinary, or deal
ning.
The
passage
of
General
Harrison
from
guest into the dining room, where he felt is, they were not brought to the city by the re oped in an abolition speech from the debates
ing in any manner in spirituous liquors.”
convinced his extra exertions and variety of turn boat, and we understand they were per in Parliament. The article being of a domes Cincinnati to this place, and his reception
food would soon satisfy the appetite and mitted to go at large, on condition of their tic character, would naturally have been here, have been more than a Roman triumph.
A man named Abijah Reed, was arrested
handed over to the blacks in the kitchen, and At almost every town on the river, on both
wounded honor of the Bushwhacker. Jona leaving the country, to return no more.
sides, he was hailed with the warmest enthu in Belfast on Wednesday last week, charged
than took a general survey of the premises,
thus secretly circulated.
siasm by the citizens. At Madison, at 10 o - with killing John West, by striking him on
A young Leopard, belonging to the N. Y.
and turning to “ mine host,” said, “ Mister,
you’ve seed my money, and I’ve seed your Zoological Institute, made his escape from a
We see it stated that stains by fruits are re clock at night, the crowd was enormous, and the heaxl with a bag containing a jug of rum.
cage at Harlaem, N. Y. last week, and sev moved from clothes by wetting them and the greetings of the most enthusiastic charac i He was committed for trial. A quarrel had
dinner—good bye !”—Bangor Daily Adv.
eral hunting parties ffad turned out to recap placing them near lighted brimstone. Try it. ter ;—the General was literally carried on i arisen between the parties in consequence of
shore and compelled to make a speech and West’s impounding Reed’s sheep. West di
Simple cure for the bite of a S/nder.—Having ture him, without success. N. B. The
read in the Post an account of the sufferings Leopard has been shot in a jungle near the
Naturalists have discovered that there are we left town amid deafening shouts of ap ed within an hour after the blow was inflict
of a lady in New York, from the bite of a trotting course. He received 30 balls.
as many insects on a newly gathered plum as plause ; and indeed such was the fact on our ed.
Spider, 1 would mention a remedy, which I
i there are human beings bn the whole globe. whole route. But it remained for Louisville
(£y*We learn that the Woolen Factory,
to cap the climax : The reception here was
know from mv own experience, to be effect When the train of cars on the Germantown
splendid—the whole wharf was crowded with recently put in operation at Rochester, caught
ual
Take rich earth and mix it with cold Rail-road, on Sunday last, was in full motion,
Young Onderdonk, (son of the Bishop) says citizens and the military—the streets and av fire on Sunday afternoon last in the upper
water till it attains the consistence of a poul an object was descried on the road, and the
story, from spontaneous combustion of waste
tice, then cover the part bitten, and all the velocity of the cars was checked. On ap the New York Star, has been found guilly af enues leading to the river thronged to over wool ; but the flames were Soon extinguish
parts affected, renewing, from time to time, proaching nearer, a young child was found ter a very impartial trial. Every effort that flowing, and but one feeling animating the ed. Damage about $1000.
the earth, as it becomes dry, and in a short lying in the road asleep. Its little arm and could be made bv the address and ingenuity whole—that of enthusiastic devotion to the
head were resting on the rails, and it was of counsel, was made to save him, but with Hero, in fact, of two wars.”
time the poison will be entirely extracted.
some time before the unconscious innocent out effect. Tibbets, his companion, finally
North Carolina.—Mr. T. W. Hawkins is re
Correspondent of the Boston Morning Post.
was awakened. The youngster had proba testified against him.
elected to Congress, in opposition to the
The
Commissioners
appointed
under
the
'
Miss Joice Heith, the nurse of George bly got tired of play, and selected this peril
Act for the Abolition of Slavery, have made White candidate, Mr. Crudup, by a majority
The Boston Gazette says : “ Some of the an inter-colonial apportionment of the twenty of 750 votes.
Washington, and who is now one hundred ous pillow to enjoy a comfortable nap.
most accomplished and fascinating fellows „at millions placed at their disposal. From
and sixty one years of age, will be in Boston
An aged lady of the interior of the State the Springs are blacklegs and pickpockets.
The acting Governor of Michigan has call
in a few days. Her age is proved by the
their published statement it appears that the
A very pretty resort for virtuous women, number of slaves in the British colonial pos ed together the legislative council of that Ter
most authentic documents—among which of New York has been prosecuted for knock
are certificates from very aged and respecta ing down the village parson.—The Amazo truly.
sessions amounts to 780,993, of the relative ritory in consequence of the recent troubles
ble persons now living, and the original bill nian and the Lacedemonian were engaged
value of £45,281,738 15s. W. The owners in Toledo.
A
pregnant
woman,
far
advanced,
while
in a “ free discussion,” about the literal inter
of sale from Washington’s father.
of the slaveswill therefore receive about four
We learn by the Belfast Advocate, that
pretation of the 1st chapter of Romans, and being removed during the fire, Wednesday, ninths of their relative value. The Propor
from a building in Ann street, through the
Steam Mills are about being erected in Frank
In a window of a boarding house, up town, as they could not agree, they went at it “ ham fright, was safely delivered in the middle of tion for the Island of Jaqiaica is £6,161,927
fort, and some thirty or forty saws put in op
is the following notice : “ Young men mer and tongs.” The parson was floored, the street of a fine child. His name should 5s 10|t/. , and the relative value of the slaves
eration.
is £13,951.139 2s. 3d.—N. Y. Gazette. *
taken in here and done for.” A fine chance ! and the matron was put in the bilboes. So •be Blaze.—N. Y. paper.
much for “/ree discussion.”
Eng. pa.
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Incendiary publications intercepted dnd de fCorregpondence oftfi© Poriland Advertiser.]’
Rhode Island Election.—The election fo?
stroyed.—The Philadelphia Inquirer describes
CINCINNATI, AUG. 20, 1835.
Members of Congress in Rhode Island ha«
in detail a transaction, which shows at the
In a letter to you, dated the 2d April last, resulted, in the election of Win. Sprague, Jr.
[From the N. ¥. Commercial of 25th ult.j
Late from England.—We have received
same time the hardy perseverance of the abo I approved of a suggestion I had seen made and Dutee J. Pierce, (Van Buren men,) by
by way of New York our files of London pa
ANOTHER DESTRUCTIVE FIRE
litionists of New York, in endeavoring to cir in some western paper, of uniting on a ticket very lean majorities^—the Providence Jour
pers to July 23. The Municipal Corpora
WITH LOSS OF LIVES.
culate their pernicious publications at the for the next President and Vice President, by nal
says:—
tions bill had its third reading in the House
It has become our almost daily task to re South, notwithstanding their manifest tenden
“ This result has been effected by the ex
of Commons on the 20th, and passed without cord some disaster by fire, and our fire com- cy to produce agitation and disturbance, and taking Daniel Webster,- for the first, and
a division, amid loud cheers. It had a first I panics, when they retire for rest, do so with the prompt resolution of the inhabitants of Gen. W. H. Harrison, for the second,—since penditure by the Jackson party of immense
reading in the House of Lords on the 21st. j little prospect of enjoying much of that need- Philadelphia in defeating, in this instance, [ that time, I am constrained to say, there has j sums of money. The amount expended by
The Irish Church Bill was taken up in | ed blessing. About the hour of eleven o’- their purpose. A large wooden box, filled•7I1 been such a demonstration of public opinion that party in this election is estimated at not
: ■ ..
r,
.
• —~ ¡in favor of Gen. Harrison for President, in less than FORTY THOUSAND DOLLARS,
the House of Comrqons on the 21st, and i clock last night, a fire broke out in the five
with incendiary pamphlets and newspapers, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, Vir- j Our opponents have been Working secretly
Mr. Peel moved that the committee be j story brick house No. 156 Water Street, oc such as the Liberator, Human Rights and the I
___ _____
States,, — ¡»nd actively, and by all kinds of bribery and
instructed to divide it into two bills, to em-| cupied by Edmund L. Smith, as a brush and Slave’s Friend, was received at Philadelphia gmia, New York, and some other
brace that portion of it which relates to the , bellows factory, and the upper part by the on Tuesday last, from New York, on board that the friends of Mr. Webster in the West [ corruption for two months past—while the
been obliged to abandon all hope of I Whigs, relying on the popularity of their
more effectual recovery of tithes in one bill, family of that gentleman. The flames as- the steamboat which conveyed the mail ;— have
III nr» <r*
_ 1 ..
_
._
l •
______ . 1
1
nrl i
»»rl »L
1
r*
t
«
and that which relates to the new appropria-II cended* with such fury and rapidity as to cut together with other boxes and packages, be giving a single vote to him, west of the j candidates and the goodness of their cause
lion of church property in Ireland, in another. I off all possible retreat to those who were in ing addressed to a gentleman in Philadelphia. Mountains. General Harrison’s popularity , did nothing until a few days previous to the
appears to be without bounds, and What is election. The result has proved that the U.
On this motion he made a very powerful;] the upper stories, and it is with extreme reWhile the laborers were engaged in remo
speech, to which the Chancellor of the Ex-1i gret we have again to mention the loss of ving the packages, this box was accidentally better to secure his success, his popularity is States’ Treasury—the patronage of the Gov
with the people,—thé real democracy of the ernment and the wealth of one of the candi
chequer replied. The debate on the motion , several lives. Francis Ladd, an intelligent
broken open, and lhe nature of its contents! country. Politicians held Rack, when he was dates, have overpowered us at this time.
was continued through the session of that youth, between 15 and 16 years of age, who
was discovered. The pamphlets and papers
night and the next succeeding, and was again was an apprentice to Mr. Smith, Was burnt were done up in packages and directed to first nominated in Pennsylvania, and editors There is another cause which operates aof newspapers were cautious in giving pub gainst us in this Congressional election, which
adjourned to the 23d. The question was not to death in the third story. A child of Mr.
persons in Georgia, North and South Caroli
decided at the date of our last information.
Smith’s, aged about four years, was so much na, and the other slave Slates. The person licity to the nomination. My predilections does not in the election of Governor and
were for Mr. Webster, believing him to be Senators. We are deprived of a large num
It appears that a battle was (ought between burnt that no hope is entertained of its recov
the troops of the Queen in Spain, and those ery. A female servant, who was in the third to whom the box was addressed, disavowed the first statesman in the country, and pos ber of certificate voters, freemen who do not
all
knowledge
of
its
contents,
and
all
agency
sessing every qualification to fill the office of reside in the town where their real estate lies.
of Don Carlos, on the 16fb, he being present. I story, finding no means of escape, but through
This affair took place on both sides of the j lhe window, leaped therefrom and fell be direct or indirect, in^its being sentto him, and President,—I was not alone in this city,_a These alone would have changed the result
declared if it had reached him, he should
Arga, and the Carlists were compelled to I tween
_____
o„ and the ____
the...sign
house ; she was alive have considered it his duty to return it. majority of the voters were undoubtedly for , of the election. We beg our friends abroad
give way, Don Carlos to Estella, and the oth- [at 11 o’clock, but so much injured that little These facts having been made known, about Webster, and remained so, until satisfied, not to doubt the power of the Whig party in'
without the shadow of a doubt,
Mr. Web this State m any future trial of strength. Our
er wing of his army to Legarda. Despatches hopes are entertained of her recovery,
had been received from Spain to hasten the
The flames were not long in communica- a hundred respectable citizens repaired to the ster could not get an electoral vote in the west. candidates may have been rejected now, but
transportation
office,
took
possession
of
the
They found the nomination of the Farmer of we state to our friends throughout the country,departure of the remaining detachments of ting to the four story brick house, No. 131
box and its contents, conveyed them to the
Biitish volunteers.
Maiden lane, occupied by Edwin Hunt, as a middle of the Delaware, and there tore them North Bend, was taking like wild-fire that as surely as next April Town-meeting
A division of the'French troops in Algiers, hardware and cutlery store—this was also into ten thousand pieces, and scattered them throughout the whole west and they joined in arrives, vve will demonstrate to their satisfac
the cry,—and why should not General Harri tion that Rhode Island is not yet lost to the
uni|er Gen. Trezel,
unc|er
Trezel, had been repulsed in an ][ entirely destroyed
destroyed. The
The adjoining
adjoining store
store on
upon the waters. The number of the publi
attack on the Arabs, near Oran, with the loss | Maiden-lane, No. 129, was a four story brick cations was at least two thousand. We son be popular in the West ? He has resided Cause of correct principles.”
mon
<> »-»rl »11 fkr/.M «
Z I I ~ .. ................ 1 1____
»•
.
...
.
here from boyhood up,—appointed an ensign
of 500 men,
and
all their artillery
and bag 1building,
and extended the entire distance
gage. The infantry made their escape to from Maiden-lane to Fletcher street—this should hope that this transaction would dis by Washington, he entered the great wilder
Public Meeting.—On Friday evening last,
courage
the
abolitionists
from
any
further
ef

Oran by sea.
was destroyed. The store on Fletcher, rear fort to put their publications into circulation ness of the west under the auspices of the another large meeting of our citizens assem
veteran St.Clair, in 1791,—was a distinguish bled at the City Hall and listened to an elcn
The Queen of Spain has issued a decree, of the corner of Water street, occupied by
by which the Order of the Jesuits is again Mr. Swift, as a hat and shoe store, was nearly in the South, where they expose their friends ed Captain and aid-de-camp, under General quent address from Mr. Gurley, Secretary of
to serious danger, by making them involun Wayne, at the decisive battle of the Maumee
suppressed, and their property is ordered to destroyed.
the American Colonization Society ; after
tary participators in their designs.
in 1794,—was appointed Secretary of the which, Mr. Wilson, a colored clergyman
be sold.—Boston Daily Advertiser.
P. S. We have ascertained that the total
Boston Daily Adv.
Territory, which now comprises Ohio, Indi who has resided several months in Liberia’Later from England.—By the ship Tren loss is upward of one hundred thousand dol
ana, Illinois, Michigan and the yet north made a few remarks—-and the following res
lars.
All were insured—the insurance on
Ohio
and
Michigan.
—
The
Adjutant
Gen

ton, at this port, from Liverpool, we have re
the stock and houses amount to one hundred eral of Ohio, by order of the Governor, has west,—was the first delegate of that territory olutions were passed :—Portland Jeffersonian.
ceived our files of London papers to July 25. and
to Congress,—was Governor of Indiana, un
Resolved, That the American Society for
Jive thousand dollars.
issued a General Order, to the several Gener der the administrations of Adams, Jefferson
The debate in the House of Commons on the
colonizing,
with their own consent, the free'
als of Division o[ the Militia, to ascertain
Irish Church question was closed at half past
Another of Perry's Fleet afloat.—We learn “ what number of* volunteer cavalry and and Madison,—fought the well contested bat people of color in Africa, or elsewhere, apx
3, on the night of 23d, and Mr. Peel’s amend
tle of Tippecanoe in 1811, and while com proved as it has been by many of our distin
ment was lost by a majority of37, yeas 252, from Erie, that the schr. Detroit was raised a mounted riflemen can be raised and equip mander of the largest division of tbe U. S. du guished fellow citizens of the South, and by
nays 319. Mr. Jackson and Lord Stanley few days since. This is the second of gal ped within their several commands, that will ring the late war, planned under his own eye several of the Legislatures of the southern1
spoke in favour of the amendment, and Mr. lant Perry’s sunken fleet that has been raised be willing to march at a moment’s warning the brilliant affair of Fort Meigs and the States, is entitled to the united and liberal
Ward, Mr. Shell, Mr. O’Connell, Lord Mor to float again upon Erie’s waters. Not now to defend the rights and honor of the State, Thames. In after times he filled and dis support of the American people.
peth, and Lord John Russell against it. Lord with the martial and frowning aspect of war, to sustain our civil authority in the discharge charged with acknowledged ability, the offi ' Resolved, That lhe success which bus' at
John Russell stated in reply to a question as formerly, but with ensigns fluttering before of their duties, and to protect our citizens ces of Senator and Representative in Con tended the Colony of Liberia is remarkable,
put to him, that he should on the part of the the breeze, as she glides over the lake’s wave within the constitutional limits of the State.” gress, and minister to South America. Since if not unexampled, and that we are encour
Ministers bring in a bill on the subject of, rippled bottom, she comes like the veteran The order assigns as the reason for the in his retirement from public life, he has resided aged to sustain and enlarge it by tbe belief
soldier to the hall of legislation, laden with quiry, the probability that an armed force
tithes in England at the next session.
on his rich and beautiful farm at North Bend, that it will introduce civilization and Christi
It was asserted, on the authority of letters trophies of past renown, and still eager in the may be necessary to protect the commission on the Ohio River, 15 miles from this city. anity into Africa, and promote the best inter
cause
of
usefulness.
ers
appointed
for
running
the
northern
line
from Germany, that tbe Northern govern
As a farmer, no man in the country is thought ests of the colored race.
We understand that cannon balls were ex of the State.—ib.
ments were preparing to acknowledge Don
to excel Gen. Harrison,—he is at present,
Resolved, That we cordially approve of
tracted
from
the
hull
—
one
of
which,
togeth

Carlos as King of Spain, and that Count Aand has been for years, President of the the design of the Managers of this Society to
The Explosion at Central Wharf.—The “ Hamilton County Agricultural Society.” raise one hundred thousand dollars the pres
lardia, the agent of the latter at Vienna, had er with the chips made in cutting it out, hasi
prevalent opinion in relation to the explosion All who know the General, love and honor ent year, and that a subscription be now
almost daily intercourse with Prince Metter been sent to this city.—Buffalo Com. Adv.
last week on board schooner Sarah, is that it him,—he is so well known for his strict in
nich to settle the terms. It was supposed
The Charlestown Fire.—The total number was not caused by gunpowder, and there are tegrity in all his dealings, that his neighbors opened, to aid this object, and a Committee
that the defeat of Don Carlos in his attempt
of twenty be appointed to extend this sub
to gel possession of Bilboa, would operate un of buildings destroyed at the fire on Tuesday many circumstances which strengthen this designate him as “ the honest General.” 1 scription.
evening
is
estimated
at
nearly
seventy,
and
belief, It is supposed by some that in the do not believe a man ever lived on earth that
favorably for his interests abroad.—ib.
the loss of property at $200,000.—Among progress of the fire, the large mass of saltpe was more honest, than General Harrison,—he
The Territory.—Who does Madawaska be
Later from France.—By the ship Natchez, lhe offices at which insurance was effected, tre, heated to a great degree, fell suddenly at one time possessed a large fortune, ail of I long to, Maine or Great Britain ? This ques
are,
the
Manufacturers
Insurance
Co.
$45,upon
a
body
of
water
beneath
it,
which
was
Capt. White, we have Paris and Havre pa
which he expended for the good of his coun tion we respectfully submit to the official Ar000, Neptune $15,000, Firemen’s $12,000, converted into steam as immediately as if try. It is not General Harrison’s wish to be I gus
pers to July 24th.
or Age, or our Democratic Governor
Merchants
$5,000,
Mutual
$5,000,
Mutual
molten lead had fallen upon it;—and not before the people as a candidate for any office. Dunlap, for an answer. If it is sold for an
The cholera is spreading rapidly in tbe
(Middlesex)
$20,000
—
$102,000.
The
walls
finding immediate vent, an explosion ensued. If it is supposed by any, that he seeks the of “ ample indemnity” or “ Michigan swamps,”
South of France, and appears to be very fa
tal. Among the places which it has invaded, of the Bunker Hili Bank are still standing One circumstance which favors this suppo fice of President, they are mistaken’—1 speak we want to know how much will be our
are Toulon, Marseilles, Nice, and Villefran- entire, hut the interior is partly consumed. sition is, that dirty water, as from steam con advisedly, his own preference and he disgui share of the ‘ spoils’—we wish to speculate.
che. At Nice on the 13th Julv, 13 cases The following additional particulars are from densed by coming to lhe air, was plentifully ses it not, is for Mr. Webster, if it is thought At any rate, we will bond it now. Who bids ?
Briggs’ Bulletin—
sprinkled among the crowd of people around. he can unite the whig party. Why then I Don’t all speak at once I—Lincoln Int.
were announced. At Marseilles “on the 16th,
The conflagration is supposed to have
lb.
25 deaths by cholera, and at Toulon on the
say, should not the west love, honor and ven
been caused by some children who were
same day, 66.
Gen. King.—We perceive, says the Wash
Fall of a Public Store.—The floors of the erate the hero of Tippecanoe? They do
playing
near
an
old
stove
and
communicated
The losses of the French in the engage
new public store, at Staten Island^ fell in last love him, and will support him. The General ington Sun, from the papers from Maine, that
fire
to
a
parcel
of
shavings.
The
tide
was
at
Gen. Wm. King, of Bath, has been nominated
ments near Oran, Africa, on the 26th to the 1
night with a great crash. The architecture has wished to decline running, but his friends
28th June, were 262 killed and 308 wounded, | its ebb, and many engines could not be work of the centre was supported by wooden tim will not consent to it,—they now think he is for the next Governor of that State. Gen.
Paris, June 23.—The ministerial journal1 ed for want of water. The firemen were of- bers standing perpendicularly, and resting at the only man named that can beat Martin King is one of the most distinguished and
contains the following :
II ten exposed to great danger, and at one lime,
the base upon stone piers, which went down Van Buren. Should he be elected, he will valuable citizens of the State of Maine ; was
“ A telegraphic despatch of the 21st from I' a number being hemmed in by the flames, to solid rock. The store has been filling up serve but one term,—under any circumstances, her first Governor, and is a Republican of the
;
were
compelled
to
cross
several
docks
be

Bayonne announces that Don Carlos retired ;
he will not be a candidate for re-election. I old Jeffersonian school. We have known
on the 17th to Arbeiza, where he was joined fore
in,*. they could escape. Mr. Elisha J. Tay- recently for the first time, and had in it four have no doubt the General is the strongest him long, and a better selection, we venture
or
five
thousand
boxes
of
sugar,
a
large
quan

,
x..
¿.ngine
Co.
No.
5,
whilst
in
the
dis

by Eraso and the rest of th*
Kut army."
nr.«,, »
. ’
_gi
the Cni
Carfist
tity of cotton, and various other goods, presu man against the magician,—should Mr. Web to say, could not have been made.
“ Among the wounded who were convey charge of liis duty fell from the roof of a two med to contain yellow fever and other pesti ster decline running, we can in 1836 elect the
ed to Estella and Yrache, several officers are ’j story building on Deven’s wharf and we re ferous diseases, to so virulent a degree, that “ old Buckeye,” and in 1840 we can elect Mr.
New Paper.—A paper entitled the Banner,
gret to learn, was so seriously injured that
mentioned, including ......................
Villareal and.....Sagas- E„|e hopes
, i are entertained of his recovery. nothing but a large fee to the quarantine offi Webster. Should Mr. Webster be off the is soon to appear in New York, and is to ad
tibelza.”
cers could purify them.—The gdods are now track, Edward Everett will probably be vocate the claims of Gen. Harrison for the
“ On the whole their loss was considera Besides the efficient aid of the Boston De tumbled into one grand mele into the cellar, placed on the Harrison ticket for Vice Presi- Presidency. Why, General Harrison is an
partment,
lhe
inhabitants
were
assisted
by
enble. The prisoners taken from them were
ident, otherwise it is more than probable American citizen ; worse still, he has been a
sent to Pampeluna, where the principal part I
fromSa|em, Danvers Milton. Quincy, where all the seeds of disease must have the
brave American General ; and what is worse
of the army of the Queen alrived on d e I
>"”7 D™h,esterBrookline, very best opportunity to ferment and send Benjamin Watkins Leigh will be taken.
The whig members of Congress from the than all the rest, he fought seventeen pitched
Yet we have no
• ••’
19th?
’
'
. .......... Cambridge, Chelsea and other neighboring forth deadly miasma.
doubt that such is the devotion of the offi west, are all (I believe) for Harrison, under battles with the British, and their co-workers,,
Paris, July 23.—Several new cases of chol towns, who came up with great alacrity.
cers there, to the public good, that for a very the universal feeling here, that he is the strong the Indians, during the last war ! Will the
Boston
Allas.
era have occurred on board the Triton.
moderate compensation, they will venture est candidate against Van Buren. Hon. Bel Evening Post, Tom Brady, and the unnatur
The Bordeaux Election announces the fail
into the very centre of death’s arcana, where lamy Storer, member from this District, (and alized citizens of New York, consent to the
Mr.
Smith's
plan
for
a
Metallic
Currency.
—
ure of two large commercial houses in that
I A writer in the Richmond Whig, who si «-ns they would by no means permit lhe citizens a native of your city) is warm for the Gener establishment ofa paper that is to advocate
al,—so are all the natives of New England the claims of such a man ?—Haverstraw Times.
generally to hazard their lives.
Aiy 17,-The health report
I" "" "ddres13
(with perhaps a very few exceptions) that are
JV. Y. Journal Com.
broaches «a th«»rv
theory, w
which
we
yesterday is less satisfactory than that of the and the Public, htnnrhp«
t.».i. „
residing in the west.
Gen. Harrison—The Cincinnati Whig is
’’ worthy the attention of every good
preceding day. It announces 50 deaths, of
The newspapers on the Atlantic have treat authorized by Gen. Harrison to say, “ that if
Bloody
rencontre
in
New
Orleans.
—
A
very
----man.
He
suggests,
that
there
is
but
which only 25 are attributed to cholera.
I Ja^8ou
ed the people of the west, as well as General it can be clearly ascertained that Mr. Web
i a thin
Toulon, July 17.—For some days pastj?
”UI stratum of earth, which separates us shocking tragedy has again taken place in Harrison, badly, by not giving publicity to the ster, or any other Whig is stronger than him
f
"'a
layer
some
ten
miles
beneath
oiir
N.
Orleans.
Mr.
G.
Y.
Bright
having
been
met
there has been a diminution in the number i
proceedings of some of the great number of self, he will not stand one moment in the
of cases and deaths. Yesterday the number! J---,
lh precious metals, in conse- in the suburb Marigny, by his brother-in-law,
i quence of their specific gravity, have taken Mr. Henry Manpassant, and the latter having meetings held in favor of the General,—they way, but that he will, in such an event,
of new cases was 44, deaths 66.
I up their abode ; and that it is only necessary made a violent assault, and manifested a dis appear desirous to suppress the nomination. cheerfully act as a Whig Elector.”
M. M. Beville, member of the municipal
There is much blame attached to the Nation
council, Le Blanc, commander of Le Scipi- to dig dpep enough, to find gold as plenty as position to repeal it, Bright drew a pistol and al Intelligencer, as well as papers in Balti
Fire.—The new Woolen Factory at Roch
anthracite.
He
says
:
“
Let
us
satisfy
our
shot
Manpassant
dead
upon
the
spot.
He
on, in the Toulon roads, and Banon, Assist
more, Philadelphia, and New York.
ester, recently put in operation by Messrs.
curiosity
as
to
’
the
internal
structure
of
the
then
delivered
himself
to
the
municipal
au

ant Surgeon General of Marine,—have died
I can give you no local news that can be Anthony, Howard, & Co. about 4 o’clock,
orb which we inhabit, by sinking a shaft into thorities, and was admitted to bail in the sum
this morning.
of interest to you. Our city remains uncom P. M. on Sunday, 23d ult. took fire from
it
as
far
as
practicable.
”
Smith
should
by
all
of
$6000.
The
difference
between
the
parties
M. l’Abbe Dubuy, Vicar General of the di
monly healthy :—it was never more so at this spontaneous combustion in a basket of oiled
ocese of Frej us, was attacked with Cholera at means lay his project before Colonel Benton, arose only from a disagreement between them season of the year. We have had no cholera wool. The fire caught in the second story
who is bewailing the fate of his newly fledg about some pecuniary matters. We see it
Luc, and died after a sickness of 36 hours.
this summer.
near the door, and when discovered, had;
Paris, July 23.—11 o’clock, A. M.—The ed eagles, and says they have all “ been ca stated in one of the New Orleans papers that
I am highly pleased to hear of the nomina made its way, following the stair case, inter
ged
by
the
Bank.
”
Perhaps
“
the
bowels
of
Mr.
Manpassant
had
no
other
weapon
about
sad events at Oran occupy the whole press
tion in your State, of Gen. King for Govern the third story and garret. At the time of
this morning, and give occasion to severe re the harmless earth” would be more compas him than his cane.—A*. Y. Cour.
or. I query whether your Van Buren papers discovery it had every appearance ofa hppesionate
than
the
monster.
It
would
be
ne

proaches against the government, whose in
The veteran Gen. Smith, in consenting to will not call Gen. King a federalist. Should less case, but by the resolute and very great
decision relative to our African colony, is the cessary, how* ver, to dig deep enough, in or
become a candidate for the office of Mayor of they style him so, you had better turn to the exertions of all, both men and women, and
prime cause of the check experienced by the der to arrive at the gold.—Boston Atlas.
Baltimore, says, if elected, he shall, in ap files of the Argus for 1819, ’20, ’21, ’22, &c., the unparalleled courage and activity of a»
French battalion.
pointing
officers of the Corporation, be gov and see what the then proprietors of that pa few individuals in rushing into the rooms
Death
by
Lightning.
—
During
a
thunder
Marshal Clausel left yesterday for Algiers.
erned
by
the
Jeffersonian principle, and only per thought of his politics, and what was with buckets of water, the flames were spee
storm
about
two
weeks
since,
the
dwelling
______________ AC Y. Journal Commerce.
of Mr. John M’Ginley,in Lebanon, Ohio, was inquire respecting a candidate, “ is he honest, said of him during the last war, when the dily extinguished, and comparatively but
militia under his command were ordered to small injury done. Most of the machinery
Mathias.—The New York Gazette says, struck by lightning, and his daughter Mary, is he capable.”
Bath,—was he not considered at that time a suffered but little orno injury, and is already
that this vile impostor, having served out his a young lady about eighteen years of age,
Democrat,—if my memory serves me aright,
four months imprisonment, is again at large, was instantly deprived of life, and severarof
A man in Gloucester who was injured last I think about that time Robert P. Dunlap in successful operation.—The whole damage
including delay does not exceed $600.
and likely to cause a riot. He crossed over his other children severely shocked.
week, by a fail, and died in consequence the
Great Falls Jour.
to Jersey City, to take the car for Newark.
next day, was buried by the side of sixteen was on the other side of the fence, I think he
It was soon noised about that he was in the
Mr. Lauriat, accompanied by his son, about of his own children by one wife—he has left was a denouncer of Democracy and of Gen
Extract
of
a
letter
received
in this city, da
city, and a crowd immediately assembled for twelve years of age, made a fine ascension five living. We do not believe a parallel eral King. I well recollect a song written
by my old friend Skolfield of Harpswell, in ted Lexington, Ky. Aug. 16 :
lhe purpose of assaulting him. He had, from Castle Garden,' New York, about forty- case can be found in the United States.
The Cholera is dreadful in this neighbor
derision of Gen. King and democratic prin
however, succeeded in getting into a car’, five minutes past five, on the afternoon
ciples. Mr. Skolfield was a worthy man, and hood. In Versailles, a small town in this vi
which started in a few minutes, and thus pre of the 27th uh.
The balloon rose to a
Effects of Rum.—A man by the name of
vented any mischief. His arrival at Newark great height, took an easterly course, passed Jordan, in this town, on Tuesday evening last, a violent Federalist. If lam not mistaken, cinity, there were yesterday 21 deaths, and
was soon proclaimed, which was a sufficient the whole length of the city, taking lhe course in a drunken quarrel with his son, stabbed the R. P. Dunlap was as much pleased with this we are fearful that it will soon be among ussong, as was any ultra Federalist at that day, at Lexington.—N. Y. American.
signal for the collection of a mob, and such of the East River & Flushing Bay. He land
latter very severely in the bowels and breast
was the feeling among them that the inter ed at 9 o’clock, in a field at Flushing, adjoining' -—though not dangerously. He was exam not excepting Skolfield’s pastor, the venera
The Arkansas Gazette states, that lhe “ fu
ference of the civil authorities became neces the Linnaean garden of Mr. Prince, by whom ined before Samuel Page, Esq. on Wednes ble and reverend Samuel Eaton. Yours, &c.
gitive blacklegs” (gamblers,) have all cleared
sary. He is as impudent as ever, but his he was hospitably entertained. At one time Mr. day, and ordered to recognize in the sum of
out from that quarter.
conversation is in general extremely inco L. was at the height of 8500 feet, and at oth
Bangor.—There are ten blocks of brick
$500, for his appearance at the Supreme
herent and imbecile, exhibiting a mixture of ers held conversation with passengers on
buildings,
that
will
average
six
tenements
to
Court next September, and for want thereof
knave and fool. He remarked, shortly after board the different steamboats.
Mackerel.--The Gloucester Telegraph
was committed to jail. The father and son a block, and 46 dwelling houses, now going thinks there is reason to apprehend a "rent
leaving Newark, that he could in a few hours
Boston Daily Advertiser of 28th ult.
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ex ^¡cati
up
and
finishing
in this
city, besides
are
both
addicted
to
intemperate
habits.
convert all the people in Newark to his doc
are
t cellars and foundations preparing for the sca,city °‘ ^his fish this season. The fares
Lincoln Intelligencer.
____________ _£•
&
r
mat
havn
nlrendv
avri.r/U
z*
_
j small.
n
that
have
already
arrived
are
few
and
trines. The Gazette says that a party of in
The Philadelphia papers caution the pub
erection of 12 more.
dividuals started in search of him, with a full lic against a vagabond dandy, who has been
Many of the vessels engaged in the business
The Richmond Compiler states, that the
determination if they found him, to apply swindling the boarding house keepers under
have as yet done nothing.
Seventy-three candidates have been exam
sum of $20,000 has been made up at New
Lynch's Law.
the magnificent title of Count Constantine Orleans, as a reward to be paid for the de ined for admission to the next Freshman
It is stated in letters from Mobile, that two *
Britois, a Spanish nobleman.
livery of Arthur Tappan, the celebrated abol Class at Cambridge.
Frenchman at that place, who lately attempt
A Committee appointed to ascertain how
itionist, upon the levee in that city.
ed to extract money from their brother by ab
the recent great fire in New York commen_
llu Collins;
^„„UC5, W1
mieiy ieii
John
of Woolwich, me
Me. lately
fell
Seven of ten or twelve persons lately died ducting and threatening to murder his childr
ced, has reported that in their opinion it was overboard from the Steamer Portland, while
The Philadelphia and Morristown (Penn.) in Belair, Hartford County, after partaking had been carried to an island in the river and1
caused by an mcendrary.
in astate
a state of
in
of intoxicaticn.
intoxication.
Rail Road was opened on Saturday, 15th ult. heartily of Crabs.
hanged by the people upon a tree.
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WHIG NOMINATIONS.
‘ of money

Th

pany of i

FOR GOVERNOR,

WILLIAM KING,

of Bath.

FOR SENATORS, (YORK COUNTY.)
bv au-T'M

HORACE PORTER^/- Kennebunk-,
JAMES McARTHUR, of Ldmington,
JONATHAN HAMMOND, Jr. of Eliot.

PoR-fo Rico.—Letters received at New
York from Porto Rico, inform that oh 13th
ult. the island was visited by a hurricane,
Which injured the coffee Crop considerably
—the shipping suffered but little. It was
supposed the gale was general throughout the
W. 1. Islands, the wind blowing from N- E.
to S. E.

PENOBScbt CouNTY.—The whigs of Pe
nobscot, at a convention held at Bangor last
FOR COUNTY TREASURER, (YORK COUNTYi)
week, nominated Edward Kent of Bangor
» ,n
result |las ^ Pr®v|oiiî|t
and Seba French of Dexter for State Sena
ARCHIBALD SMITH, of Alfred.
1 reasury^.t|
' P‘°ved that f
tors, and Charles Rice for County Treasurer.
The Election.—Our readers need not to
nÎand the we th o?A,ageof^
—A resolution, approving the nomination of
be reminded, perhaps, that the annual elec
William King as a candidate for Governor,
tion for the choice of State and County Offi
was unanimously adopted.
cers occurs on Monday, the 14th instant. Al
We learn from the Bangor Advertiser, that
though, in the present situation of political af
fairs in this State, extraordinary exertions, on a Bridge across Merrytneeting Bay, from
,n the town where tl?” "'H that day, on the part of the Whigs, to swell the Bowdoinham to Bath, is to be commenced
al°iie would have chan^1^
number of votes for their candidates, are not forthwith. ‘ This will open a direct route
eleciioi). yy .
ha»ged
the power offl,l' wlldsi» called for, and would not, probably, be re from Augusta to Bath, and save many miles
«Je in any fUtllre trjafof HlG| warded with that measure of success which travel.’
iltes triHy have been Li
would render such exertions, desirable or valThe copartnership heretofore existing be
tiable—yet every whig should bear in mind,
that
he
is
contending
for
principles, not men tween Messrs. H. K. Baker & R. D. Rice,
{■•a!:=■à?
—tor the Supremacy of the Laws, not of a proprietors and publishers of the “ Free Press
'f correct principles» J
^*>arty merely—for the Constitution, the and Advocate,” at Hallowell, has been dis
perpetuity of all the invaluable institutions solved—the establishment will hereafter be
land privileges which it secures to our favored conducted by Ml Baker.
‘heCitÎ Hà f„°,f,0Urciti»» <land, not engaged in an unhallowed warfare
Specimens of metallic ore (supposed to be
Un* the u spoils iff Victory,”—and he should copper,) have lately been obtained in the. east
Jdress
feel, therefore, that, however cheerless may ern part of Cornish, in this County. Don’t
be the present prospects of the party to which hurry, gentle reader,—the premises are al
1«ls resided.»
a colored
several
mmL,ek
*? he belongs, however inseparable the chain
ready “ taken up,”—which means either
fe» remarks—and S
«•ere passed:-^“?1 \vhich our opponents have contrived, by un bonded or purchased we suppose—by Port
red, That (he A,„S> blushing falsehoods, by bribery and by the land gentlemen, and real estate has risen 50
'!?• with their own ’ 3 tnost unprincipled and reckless Conduct, to per cent, in the vicinity, we’ll warrant.
'I coIorm Africa, or elS fasten upon the people, may nhw appear, j
---- -------------M^^'ï'nMyofoii ■duh! is the sarne~to uphold and defend, on I Charles Jarvis, of Ellsworth, was nominaall proper Occasions, and With cheerfulness te<1 b7 a Jnckson Convention held at Cherry.
V-l ZA I
f 1»
It. Illi
zl • /J
C? A
, lhe, Legislatures of the 2
and alacrity too; principles so essential to the field on the 20th ult. as a candidate for State
fdm 4^ 10 ‘be U*M
.I preservation of national freedom and happi- Senator, for the Middle Senatorial District of
ed T^?ei''Ca” Pe°PleHancock and Washington.
eCnU ‘'’VA'ccess which UI Yiess. It mattersnot whether the advocates
e Colony of Liberia Lis remark'
principles are in the majority or miAn attempt was made, in Portland, on
su“ainea(ldaCT|l6,'t"ei
'"'’ "“‘"J—
----whether
Hreewphority
their prospects of success Tuesday night last, to set fire to the house
I introduce chdKion'‘ï«Î)
S°°d or ¡H—neither the one state of the
owned by Mr. Neal and occupied by Messrs.
Africa, and promote theTes* ^aSe °r
ot^er can
assigned-, with any
Jbseph Durin and C. F. Little, in Cumber
i colored race.
"degree of reason, as a pretext for abandoning land streeL A fire was built on the floor, in
i^’f t^alMWe corc*,a^y appro« the POHS and neglecting to deposit his ballot
the centra of the Kitchen. After laying on
lnmilmZhanager? °f,thisSo« Yor men in whom he has confidence, and
chips and wood the incendiaries threw on a
and that ^Tubscrîpüon’V Wh°8e V’eWS °f pubHc P°,icy accord with h’s
quantity of clothing, chairs, &c. The in
to aid this object, and a Comi °W"’ 11 haS alwa?s been the iault the op^
mates of the house were not awakened by
Y be appointed to extend tbrl)Ohehf® to ^,e Present national administra
these proceedings-, and in the morning found
tion, that they have been careless about at- the materials above named on the kitchen
rrifo^.^WhM^s Madam* 1endance at the l’olls °n ‘he day of election- floor—the fire had begun to burn, but was
aine or Great Britain ? Thisiji *n die majority too confident of success—if probably "smothered by the clothings
spectfolly submit to the official, in the minority too much dispirited. A reaîi ans'w^601!^^°Va ^oim
^1*s Pàl^ænlar is needed, and we hope
A steam-boat is now building at the ship
lemnity” o7“ Michigan swan
côminff eleclion wiH show lhalil has COU1~ yard of Messrs. Brown & Bell, in New York,
which, it fesaid, will be the most magnificent
to know how much will |jfmenced.
he ‘ spoils’—we wish to specif) While it is true, that the Whigs do not ex- one ever built in that city. She is over 200
e, we will bond it now. Who bl pect to increase hi strength at the next elec- feet long on deck, 29A feet beam, and 11 feet
| a at oneft , Lincoln Inh tto^and do not intend to put forth any exer- 5 inches hold, and measures upwards of 700
iag.—We perceive, says the B Cions for the attainment of such a result, it is tons. She is called the “ Massachusetts,” and
n, from the papers from Maine,di also true^ that the time is not far distant when is intended to run in the Boston line, between
>. King, of Bath, has been nomims they will be Calied upon to go into the field Providence and New York.
»ext Governor of that State/ft
one of the most distinguished! with a strong arm and with a determination
OHIO AND MICHIGAN.
dtizens of the State of Maine ; i to contend manfully for victory. Let us en
Extract of a letter dated Somerset, Perry
îovernor, and is a Republican oil deavor, then, to lose as little as possible.
Co., Ohio, Aug. 18, 1835.
Tonian school. We have b ‘ Hold on together’ where we are. In towns
Friend: Ohio is all tumult and fire aand a better selection, we venin where whig representatives were elected last gainst the proceedings of Michigan Territory.
lid not have been made.
There is a SECRET movement of our
year, every exertion should be made to return troops. Our Rifle Regiment has this morn
iper.—k paper entitled the Bn men of like political sentiments to the House ing got orders to parade, and hold itself ready
Ohio -jsays with
appear in New York, and isioi 4his year, and even in towns where the Jack- at a moment’s warning.
o
............
e claims of Gen. Harrison foil son majority is overwhelming it would be
’»i“, go, snd relieve our citizens. How
y. Why, General Harrison ik
General Government puts a stop to
citizen ; worse still, he has bes well to support whig candidates. Let the less
erican General; and what is»» w higs be watchful and vigilant. They may ! the outrages of the Territory, there will be
e rest, he fought seventeen pilci well be proud of the principles they advocate, bloody work. It is thought there will be a
h the British, and their co-worb and the time cannot be far distant when these call for 15,000 Rifle and Horse—all are ready
s, during the last war! Will principles shall be rightly appreciated by the and willing.—Harrisburg Int.
'ost, Tom Brady, and the un®
Col. Strother lately sent a challenge to Col.
tens of New York, consents honest of all parties and consequently be tri
Benton, which was not accepted, when the
ent of a paper that is to advoa umphant.
former publicly denounced Benton as a cow
of such a man
Kentucky.—The recent elections in Ken ard and scoundrel, and announced his inten
tion to shoot him at sight. The Cincinnati
larrison—The Cincinnati W[ tucky resulted as follows :—Members of Con Whig says Strother’s purpose had been com
I by Gen. Harrison to say, “lli gress, 9 wbigs and 4 administration-men. municated to Benton, who, it is said, had pre
dearly ascertained that Mr. W State Legislature—Senators, 22 whigs and pared himself for the assault. We should
y other Whig is stronger than 6 ,
not therefore, be surprised to learn that one
II not stand one moment io i ’16 administration-men. Representatives, 61 or both of them has been killed.
that he will, in such an eti ‘^bigs and 39 administration-men.
act as a Whig Elector.”
a
~
.
Rhode Island Election.—We learn from the
___ ___
several whig papers have expressed a wish
’he new Woolen Factory at 1W that Joel R. Poinsett, of South Carolina, Providence Journal that the two Jackson can
didates are chosen, one by a plurality of 21
mtly put in operation byJI^ should be nominated as a candidate for Vice and the other a plurality of 32 over Mr. Bur
Howard, & Co. about 4 oil •, presjtjent
ges. The votes were for Burges 3882, Cran
Sunday, 23d ult. took to»
ston 3675, Pearce 3903 and Sprague 3914.
us combustion in a basket w*
Richard K. Meade (whig) has been elect
>e fire caught in the second 3!
North Carolina.—The aggregate of the ma
door and ° when discovered, is
fetate Senator, in the district composed of jorities in the thirteen Congressional Districts
wav,’following the stair cas0 f file counties of Brunswick, Dinwiddie and in North Carolina, in favor of the seven
story and garret. At the timeiGreenville,
Greenville, Virsrinia.
Virginia, over Dr.
Dr. Scntr.
Scott, iV»n
(Van White or whig candidates elected, exceeds
it had every appearance ofa W Buren.) This district has been represented that of the majorities in favor of the six Van
iut by the resolute and very grli
Buren candidates elected, by 5,658 votes.
of all, both men and women,» to the State Senate for many years by Mr. From this result it is inferred that the electo
alleled courage and activity i Dromgoole, (Van Buren) who has several ral vote of the State will be against Van Bu
duals in rushing into tber
times been eleçted Speaker of that body.
ren.
;ts of water, the flames were p
ruished, and comparatively ,
Anti-Abolition Meetings were held in
A reward of $20,000 is offered by the
y done. Most of
New York and Philadelphia last week. In French Government for the discovery and
t little or no injury,
the former1 city, the number of persons as rescue of the officers and crew of the French
fl operation.-The wto
sembled is variously estimated, at from 5 to brig La Lilloise, which sailed a few years
since on an expedition to the northern seas.
elay does not
40,000. The Mayor presided. Among the
persons present were the Lt. Governor, Jud
It is calculated that the number of lives
)f a letter received in this city,d»
ges of the S. Court and members of the Sen lost in Egypt by the present visitation of the
ate; constituting thé Court of Errors. The Plague, is not less than 200,000.
Versailles, a small “’"“¿¿'id meeting was addressed by several gentlemen
Rev Howard Malcolm, of Boston, has, in
and a series of appropriate resolutions adopt
consequence of ill health, received a dismis
ed.—In Philadelphia, the meeting was numer sion from his pastoral office, and has been ap
)n,—N E American.
ously attended, and its proceedings were pointed by the American Baptist Board of
Foreign Missions, to visit all the Missionary
spirited and harmonious.
Stations of that denomination in both hemis
■The Legislature of Massachusetts met in pheres, collect information, make arrange
it quarter.
Boston on Wednesday last, in pursuance of ments for the future operations of the Board,
their
adjournment, for the purpose of pro &c.
_.ThrGio“ces,er.
ceeding in the revision of the laws of the
“ Coal Combustion-—In an article copied in
Commonwealth.
. is reason to appre
J,,
our paper last week from the Gazette, res
|i9 fish >his
Anti-Abolition Meetings.—Meetings of pecting the spontaneous combustion in a
citizens opposed to the proceedings of the store on Pray’s wharf, it was said to be in Sid
advocates of immediate emancipation, have ney Coal. We are informed that it should
lone nothing«
been held in Brunswick, Hallowell and Ban have been published Richmond coal. It is
important that those papers which have cop
gor.
in
letters
ied the account should make this correction.
,t that place, «b?'.aXbJi
The Freewill Baptist Meeting-House, in —Sidney coal does not contain much sul
money
b|s cl*
Sanford, (Springvale village,) was dedicated phur, and can be stowed anywhere without
on the 13th ult.
danger.”—Portsmouth Journal.

;efUsr"X»^-'

8 people upon a It««-

-

News frort the Moon —Thé ÑeW-Yoik pa-1 c>*g
pers furnish us with .an amusing tale, which has
attracted much attention, of wonderful discove
ries, described as having been made by Sir John
Herschell, at the Cape of Good Hope. It
I is
known that this distinguished astronomer has
gone, under the patronage of tire Royal Society,
to that Southern region, for the purpose of ma
king certain astronomical observations, which
can be made only in that hemisphere. The ar
ticle referred to, purports to be republished from
tjie “ Supplement to the Edinburgh Journal of
Science,” and to contain a circumstantial des
cription of the remarkable improvements made
by the younger Herschell in the telescope con
structed by his father, and the still more remark
able results, of the first use ofthis instrument, at
the Cape of Good Hope. The following extract,
describing a part of the discoveries made in the
moon on the first night in which the instrument
was directed towards that luminary, will give
some idea of the character of the article.
We have no means of judging, whether the
article had its origin in this country or in Eng
land. If wé recollect rightly, the journal of
which it purports to be a suppleineht, is discon
tinued. Howëver amusing such a fiction may
be, it is hardly creditable to make so free of the
names of distinguished scientific men, as the
writer of this article has, to give currency to a
work of the imagination in which they have no
Co-operatiori.—Boston Daily Advertiser.
“ At the foot of this boundary of hills was a
perfect zone of woods surrounding the whole val
ley, which was about eighteen or twenty miles
wide, at its greatest breadth, and about thirty in
length. Small collections of trees of every im
aginable kind, were scattered about the whole
luxuriant area ; and here our magnifiers blest
our panting hopes with specimens of conscious
existence. In the shade of the woods on the
southeastern side, we beheld continuous herds of
brown quadrupeds, having all the external char
acteristics of the bison, but more diminutive
than any species of the bos genus in our natural
history. Its tail was like that of jour bos grunniens ; but in its semicircular horns, the hump
on its shoulders, the depth of its dew-lap, and
the length of its shaggy hair, it closely resem
bled the species to which I first compared it. It
had, however, one widely distinctive feature,
which, we afterwards found common to every lu
nar quadruped we have discovered, namely, a
remarkable fleshy appendage over the eyes,
crossing the whole breadth of the forehead and
united to the ears. We could most distinctly
perceive this hairy veil, which was shaped like
the upper front outline of the cap known to the
ladies as Mary Queen of Scots cap, lifted and
lowered by means of the ears. It immediately
occurred to the acute mind of Dr. Herschell,
tha,tthis was a providential contrivance to pro
tect the eyes of the animal from the great ex
tremes of light and darkness to which all the in
habitants of our side of the moon are periodically
subjected.
“ The next animal perceived would be classed
pn earth as a monster. It was of a blueish lead
color, about the size of a goat, with a head and
beard like him, and a single horn, slightly incli
ned forwards from the perpendicular. The fe
male was destitute of the horn and beard, but
had a much larger tail, it was gregarious, and
chiefly abounded on the acclivitous glades of the
woods. In elegance of symmetry it rivalled the
antelope, and like him it seemed an agile spright
ly creature, running with great speed, and spring
ing from the green turf with all the unaccounta
ble antics of a young lamb or kitten. This beau
tiful creature afforded us the most exquisite amusement. The mimicry of its movements up
on our white painted canvass, was as faithful and
luminous as that of animals within a few yards
of a carnea obscura, when seen pictured upon its
tympan. Frequently, when attempting to put
our fingers upon its beard, it would suddenly
bound away into oblivion as if conscious of our
earthly impertinence ; but then others would ap
pear, whom we could not prevent nibbling the
herbage, say or do what we would to them.
“ On examining the centre of this delightful
valley, we found a large branching river abound
ing with lovely islands and water-birds of nu
merous kinds. A species of grey pelican was
the most numerous, but a black and while
crane, with unreasonably long legs and bill,
were also quite common. We watched their
pisciverous experiments a long time, in hopes óf
catching sight of a lunar fish ; but although we
were riot gratified in this respect, we could easi
ly guess the purpose mt!i which they plunged
their long necks so deeply beneath the waler.
Near the upper extremity of one of these isl
ands, we obtained a glimpse of a strange am
phibious creature of a Spherical form, which roll
ed with great velocity across the pebbly beach,
and was lost sight of in the strong current which
set off from this angle of the island. We were
compelled, however; to leave this prolific valley
unexplored, on account of clouds which were ev
idently accumulating in the lunaf atmosphere,
our own being perfectly translucent. But this
was itself an interesting discovery, for more dis
tant observers had questioned or denied the exis
tence of any humid atmosphere in this planet.”

n Hi mi,i ■ Maàtea

HYMENEAL?

MARRIED—In Biddeford’, on Sunday eve- j
hing last, Mr. Robert Bowden, to Miss Dorcas
Nowell.
’
In Portland, on Monday afternoon last, by
Elder S. E. Brown, Elder William Coe, to Miss
Eliza Ann Nichols.
__In Limington, Mr. Albion P. Strout, to Mrs.
Mary Dosset.
In Portsmouth, on Sunday evening last Mr.
Joseph Keen, Jr. df Kittery to Miss Statira
Duncan of P.
In Exeter, N. H. Mr. William W. Cleaves, to
Miss Hannah Tilton of Loudon, N. H.
In Charlestown, Mass. Mr. Jameö H. Wingate
of Portsmouth, to Miss Esther Merrill of Parsonsfield.
In Boston, Mr. Samhel W. Spooner, of Brat
tleboro’, Vt. to Miss Elizabeth W. daughter of
Dr. William Spoonet, of B.
—r «i ro ithi mt
OB IT U ARY;

DIED—In this town, on Tuesday last, Mrs.
Siloma Goodwin, aged 88 years and 7 months.
In Kennebunk-port, on the 29th ult. Mrs.
Sylvina Merrill, wife of Mr. Jonas Merrill.
In Sangerville, 19th ult. Mr. Joseph Scamman,
formerly of Säco, aged 43 years.
In Somersworth, N. H. (Great Falls village,)
22d ult. Miss Lydia J. Clark, aged 18 years, eld
est daughter of Rev. Athetton Clark of Limerick.
In Parsonsfield, 22d ult. Benjamin Litchfield,
of Lewiston—a student at the Seminary in that
town ;—also, 15th ult. Elder Ames Litchfield,
of Lewiston.
In Eliot, on Sunday last, Mr. John Nason, aged 24.
In South Boston, Olive W., child of Mr. James
M. Green, of Wells.
In Dover j N. H. Lydia Hale, daughter of the
late Col. Job. Waldron, aged 12 years.
In Topsham, Mr. Alvah Jones, aged 24 yeats,
formerly of this town.
In Limerick, on Saturday last, Mr. Edwin R.
Johnson, aged 21 j son of Mr. Joseph Johnson of
that place.
In Boston, Eleazer J. Burgess, aged 20, a dri
ver in Welch & Co/s Caravan. In endeavor
ing to mount one of the vehicles; he fell, and the
wheel passed over his body, killing him instantly.

SHIP NEWS.
KENNEBUNK, SEPT. 5, 183Ö

Valuable Farris, for Sale.
1M0R sale, an excel-

lent Farm, situaBtedJL in Kennebunk,
near
the Sea. It has two
Orchards, a good proportion of tillage land,
tvhich is very productive. There is a new
house and a good barn on the premises, pleas
antly situated, commanding a fine view of
Wells Bay, &c.—The privileges are (inrivalled for sea manure, fishing, fowling, &c.
The Farm is well wooded arid watered, and
is but 3 miles from the villages of Kenne
bunk, Kennebunk-port and Wells, either of
which is a good market. It will be sold low$
with the standing crops, h quantity of hay;
grain, some stock, farming Utensils, &c. Pos
session given immediately.
For further particiilfii’s apply to
HFNRY C. HART.
Kennebunk, August 26, 1835.

MR. BADLAM;
OULD respectfully announce to the in
habitants of Kennebunk and vicinity,
that his Schobl for Painting is still open.
Those wishing to attend will call Very soon,a^
his stay is about expiring. The great facility
with which the art is acquired can be attested
by pupils of rhe place. The rirt oI’Drawing,
so difficult for most persons, taught on prin
ciples in which all ate sure of succeeding,
even supposing their previous talents seem
ingly unfitted tor the pursuit. Success in all
cases guarantied or no remuneration expect
ed. The beauty of the styles Mr. B* Would
submit to the eye of the disinterested. Room
over Messrs, J allies & Isaac Lord’s Stoke;
Kennebunk, August 29, 1835.
Painting.— We wish to call the attention
of the public to die method of Painting taught
by Mr. Badlam.. It seems worthy of notice
for its beauty, and the facility with which it is
acquired ; the specimens in his room are an
evidence of the first and on the second point;
we are satisfied that the six lessons which
constitute his course are feuffi,cient to give a
, competent knowledge of the system.
Portland Argus, July 21,1835.

W

MEMORANDA.

Ar. at Boston, 25th ult. brig Herschell, Du UNION ACADEMY—KENNEBUNK;
rant, New Orleans.
rpHE next term of the UNION ACADEEnt. for loading at London, 23d July, Rival, JL
MY, will commence bn Wednesday;
Stone, Boston.
Sept. 9th. The Board of Instruction will
Sailed from Aux Cayes, 10th ult. brig Brutus, consist of Mr. Carleton Parker, Mr. Mo
Merrill, N. York.
ses Burbank, Miss Ruth S. Robinson—As
At Havana, 15th, brig George, Wise, waiting.
Adv. at Boston, 3d inst. brig Watchman, for,sociate Instructors. The Term will consist
I of twelve weeks.—Tuition, from three to fivb
Mobile, 15th.
dollars; according to the branches attended to;
sfokEn.
THOMAS O. LINCOLN,
July 23, lat. 50, Ion. 13, barqiie Bohemia, Lord,
Secretary of Board of Trustees;
ftom Matanzas for Riga.

HOUSE AT AUCTION.

Wotice to Mariners.

O be sold at I^blic Auction, on Satur
COLLECTOR’S OFFICE,
day next, Sept. 5, at 3 o’clock, P. M;
District of Portland and Falmouth, )
Portland, 24th Aug. 1835.
J
on the premises, the old House and outbuild
A Buoy having been placed on Alden’s Rock ings on the Currier Farm; sq called, and re^off the light houses at Cape Elizabeth, directions ' Cently owned by Samuel L. Osborn, Esq.,
were given to take the soundings about it, and j vthe
■ • -building to be taken away in ten day£
the bearings of different objects, that the danger | from the sale. Terms liberal and made
of the Rocks might be avoided. The following I known at the sale.
is the Report upon that subject :
ALEX. WARREN, Auctioneer.
Portland, August 24th, 1835.
Kennebunk, Aug. 29, 1835*
Sir,—In obedience to your directions of the
17th inst. I proceeded to the Buoy, which had
been previously anchored at low waler, in seven T>LANK APPLICATIONS for Grants of
fathoms, near Alden's Ledge, and made the fol-I JO Land, under the Resolve of the Legis
Mai lie, passed
March 17, 1835, for
wing observations.
1 lature
,fUU,e of iunme,
p
lowing
Hussey
U
/’s Sound1 ‘bears from the Buoy North sale at this Office.
Gazette Pallddium office, Sept. 4; 1835.
about eight and ohe half miles distant.
Northern Light House,on Cape Elizabeth, N
FEATHERS.
W by W 1-4 W.
Southern Light House, on the sanie , N W by TOOR sale by the subscriber, a quantity of
Jf
Russia Feathers, in bags from 10 to 50
W 1-2 W distant 3 miles.
The barn on Richmond’s Island W. distant 4 ;
a very low price.
WM.
LORD..
W
m. lord
1-2 miles.
August 20, 1835.
Portland Light House N N W 1-4 W. distant
6 1-4 miles.
THIRD YEAR.
Wood Island Light House S W by W 1-4 W.
PARLEY
’S MAGAZINE.
distant 13 miles.
The most dangerous part ofthis ledge are Two npHE unexampled success of this Juvenile
Rocks bearing from each other E S E and W N JL
Work, which now circulates in every
W. Tire distance between these rocks is 420
state
and territory of the Union, has encoura
feet.
the publisher to renewed exertions ,in
The Western Rock is about 12 feet in diarne- ged
...
ter, and has 5 1-2 feet on it at low water. The ' making it all that judicious parents and teachEastem Rock is about 30 feet diameter, and has j ers could reasonably expect for the arnusebut 7 1-2 feet at low water. Between these . ment and instruction of youth. Whatever
Rocks are 3, 4 and 5 fathoms. The Western ; can be devised to improve the style and beauRock bears from the Buoy S by W distant 240 ty of
work, and more especially to make
feet. The Eastern Rock bears S E 1-2 S dis- ¡t usefui, s}ia]| |)e constantly introduced. A
tant 520 feet. At the distance of 600 feet fr°n] ! finer paper will be used, and each number
the Eastern Rock, on the South East East, and !
he gtitched jn a beautiful coveri
^ttoe^ance^of "sol)’ Vet^! m to^ wX * .
important to remark, that thisMagaRock, on the South West, West, and North West !^ne has become a great favorite, and judlj
[From the Baltimore Patriot.]
i ctous parents and teachers have discovered
It is Jacksonism which has brought àborit sides, there are 6, 7 and 8 fathoms.

this demoniac, levelling spirit of the mob.
Jackson’s whole end and aim have been to
set the cry agoing of “ the rich against the
poor”—tq make the poor believe that he is on
their side ; that he is their friend and cham
pion—that for jtheir sakes he attacked the
great monster, the Bank, which for twenty
years has been preying upon their very vitals
—that the law which created thé Bank, was
unconstitutional—that the Senate is corrupt,
and not fit to make laws—and that the peo
ple ought to put down the Sonate ! This is
Jacksonism /-—And in connection with it,
Amos Kendall, at the head ofthe. General Post
Office Department, spreads before the world
the following sentiment, alike dangerous to
our liberties, disgraceful to our Governrnent
and libellous upon the spirit and essence of
Republicanism :—
“ Wé owe an obligation to the laws, but a
higher one to the communities in which we
live, and if \.he former be perverted to destroy
the latter, it is patriotism to disregard them.”
Here is a sentiment from the head of one
of the departments at Washington—from ohe
who is supposed to have more control over
the President than any body and every body
else ! Jackson construes the laWs and the
constitution as he understands them. Kendall
does the same, but goes farther ; he “ as
sumes the responsibility to say that we owe a
higher obligation to the communities in which
we live than we do to the laws / This is what
caused your dreadful scenes in Baltimore.

T

SAILING DIRECTIONS.

! that its interesting matter, and its spirited and

Vessels bound to Portland, falling in to the ) appropriate engravings; added .to the girciimWestward, and making Wood Island Light,! stance of its coming every fortnight fresh from
must bring it to bear S W by W 1-4 W. and J fbe press, in «onvenieht and beautiful num
steer N E by E 1-4 E. 13 miles, which will bring bers? conspire to render it uhtisually attractive
them up with the Buoy on Alden’s Ledge.
■
’It •is read with avidity and
to young readers.
Should they fall in to the Eastward, and make pleasure : and the object of education; so far
Seguin Light, they must bring it to bear E by N as it relates to understanding what is read,
1-4 N. and run W by S 1-4 S. 9 leagues, which
and acquiring at the same time valuable
will bring them up with the Buoy.
In passing the Buoy to the East, give it a birth knowledge and an enduring taste for reading;
of one quarter of a mile. If to the West, you is better accomplished by this interesting pe
riodical, than by any means hitherto attempt
may near it to within a cable’s length.
in
romaiju uaium,
mv j ed. Teachers uniformly lecommend its use
In running lor
for Portland
Harbor, bring the
Buoy to bear S S E and steer N N W 6 1-4 j and importance in the most unequivocal manmiles, which will bring you up with Portland , ner, ¿nd ate exettihg themselves to increase
Light. Continue this course until you are a I
ejrculhtion.
half a mile within the Light House, then bring it " The introduction of- Juvenile
‘ into
Music
to bear South, arid steer N by W for House Is the work will, it is believed, be to parents and
land, which is 2 miles N by W from Portland teachers, one of its highest possible commenLight. Should you wish to proceed farther up
the Harbor, follow the directions given in the datums. To render this in the greatest de
gree Useful and acceptable,
we have
Const Pilot.
U""
■
...
. , Sëbured

The course from the Buoy to Hussey’s Sound the aid of one df the most distinguished rnasisN.
‘ters of the art. Some ofr''the early
1 numbers
Vessels falling in with Cape Elizabeth, and of the third volume will contain a careful de
wishing to make a harbor, in a strong N W scription of the most approved method of
wind, must observe the following directions :
teaching the Science; giving illustrations, &Ci
Give the Cape a birth of one quarter of a mile,
Many of the subjects are illustrated by beau
and steer NEO miles, leaving the Green Islands tiful Engravings, selected not only with a
on the starboard hand, which frill carry you up view to adorn the work, but to improve the
with the S W point of Crotch Island. Give this
point a birth of half a mile, and steer N E 1-2 E taste, cultivate the mind, and raise the affec
which will carry you between Hope Island on tions. We would make better children, bet
the North, and Crotch Island on the South. You ter brothers, better sisters; better associates;
may anchor midway between these two Islands, and, in the eiid, better citizens.
The volume will be divided into four parts
in about 13 fathoms water. The shores on each
as heretofore, and the title page will be given
side are very bold.
The above mentioned Buoy is a Spar, painted at the end of each part, and at the close bf the
rhd, about 20 feet above the surface of the water, volume a beautiful Frontispiece and Titles
with a Staff about 12 feet in length, to which is Page, with full Table of Contents for the
attached a Red Flag, which can be seen from whole.
six to seven miles.
Subscribers can have thi§ Volutoe neatly
There are alsb ttt’o Watch Buoys, within 15
bound for twenty-five cents, on application
or 20 feet of the principal Buoy.
N. B.—Vessels of a large draught; will find to the publisher.
Ti;ft5fs.—One dollar a year, in advance ; 6
the best water by bringing Portland Light to
côpieS for $5. Postage three quarters of a
bear N W by N. and running directly for it.
cent if uhder 100 miles, One ceht and a quar
Very respectfully,
Your obt. Serv’t.
tet* only foi* the greatest distance.
GREEN WALDEN,
SAMUEL COLMAN,
1st Lt. U. S. Revenue Service.
Successor to Lilly, Wait Cbi
Th Gen. John CnAribLER, Collector.
Bdston, February, 1835.

Close. Shaving.—During the fire on board
the sch. Sarah, on Saturday afternoon, 22d
ult. a gentleman was quietly standing on the
North side of Central wharf} with his hands
in his bfeeches pockets, anticipating no evil.
When the explosion took plack; a piece of
plank or spar, several feet in length, was
thrown with great force either over the stores,
or by some inexplicable process around the
corner, and whizzing like a double headed
shot, one end struck the skirts of the gentle
man’s coat, which were quietly banging down,
thinking of no harm, and cut therri both oil
This being a place of so much danger, print
as clean as a whistle I The unfortuntate wight ers of newspapers vilill render essential service
who left his home after dinner, arrayed in a to Mariners, by giving the Report several inser
neat looking coat, returned with a lengthened tions in their respective papers.
JOHN CHANDLER, Collector,
visage to his domicil, clad in as snu/g.a look
ing spencer as could be wished.-4-/lost. Jour. and Superintendent of Light Houses in Maine.

Tissue & Fancy Paper.
ARI0F& colors of the above; lor sale at
the Bookstore bf
Di REMICH.
Aug. 8.

V

I

POETRY.

NATURE’S graNö restorative.

FOR SALE,

CAREYS LIBRARY OF CHOICE
LITERATURE.

PROBATE NOTICES,
HIS Vegetable Medicine stands unrival
Howse, Store, Granite, &-«•.
O say that this is a reading age, implies
led fôr the following complaints, viz :
a desire for instruction, and the means mHE stand formerly owned by Capt At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, within
LINES ON THE DEATH OF MRS. HE MANS.
—Dyspepsia or Indigestion ; Diseased Liver •
■AJ
ohn Perkins, at Cape Porpoise,
to
gratify
that
desire.
On
the
first
point
and
for
the
County
of
Yotk,
on
the
first
Mort/
‘ Bring flowers, fresh flowers, o’er the bier
all are agreed ;• on the second, there is diver which is a good situation fora trader or per
day of Augiist, in the year of our Lord vigil- Bilious Disorders ; Jaundice ; Dropsy ; Asth
to shed,
sity both of opinion and of practice. We son engaged in the fisheries, is now offered
teen hundred and thirty-jive, by the Hon. ma ; Costiveness ; Bilious Cholic ;for Worms ;
1 A crown for the brow of the earlj dead.’
I Pains in the Side, Stomach, and Breast ; Lqss
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
have newspapers, magazines, reviews, in fine, for sale on very favorable terms.
F. liemans.
in a i °fAppetite ; Colds and Coughs ; Hoarseness;
There is about twelve acres of land on
pamphlets
of
all
sizes,
on
nearly
all
subjects,
ETH
HATCH,
named
executor
Gather flowers and bring the fairest,
of
_____
_______ purporting to betbel^^f
o/ Breath
Breath;; Nervous Comcertain
instrument
I
which have severally their classes of readers which there^are Ledges of Granite in great
Let them early drooping wave ;
and supporters. And yet, copious as are abundance. The Granite has not been par last will and testameiit of Elisha Hatch, into
±
Hither group the sweetest, rarest,
these means of intellectual supply, more are ticularly examined in reference to quality, of Wells, in said county, yeoman, deceased, | {[us medicine i#of a warming, cheering
To wither round the poet’s grave !
I ani mvigorating nature : whereas, it is well
still needed. In addition to the reviews of the but is presumed to be equal to that on the having presented the same for probate :
Let their dying perfume faintly
ORDERED—That the said executor give ! known “any othet cathartics have directly
day, and passing notices of books, the people other side of the harbor, which has recently
Here, like dew-drops, fall with tears—
notice to all persons interested, by cans- ■ an PPP0Jite tendency; and it has a most powSigh, in aspirations saintly,
in large numbers, in all parts of our great re been sold at a large price.
O’er the home of hopes and fears.
There is on the premises a convenient (T) ing a copy of this order to be published ! e[ful !nflueftce.’ exceeded by no other medipublic, crave the possession of the books
themselves, and details beyond mere passing two-story dwelling-house, which has been three vveeks successively inthe Kennebunk ! cine> 111 removing Nervous complaints. It is
jiVP MAU
Mourn the muse, whose strains once breathi ng
allusion, of the progress of discovery in art lately repaired, also a barn, store, fish-house Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they pleasant to take, and in its operation so much
LiD EVES
All the soul of Woman’s love,
so,
that
it
may
be
administered
to
the
tender
and science. But though it be easy to ascer and wharf, and flakes for making fish.
may appear at a Probate Court to be held
Joyous chords, with gems unwreathing
Any person desirous of entering into a prof at Alfred, in said county, on the first Mon infant with safety.
tain and express their wants, it is not so easy
Garlands her own hand had wove;
CERTIFICATES.
to gratify them. Expense, distance from the itable speculation will please make immedi day of September next, at ten of the
Songs that waked the chiefs to glory,
Portsmouth, N. H. Aug. 19, 1833.
|
Ere the battle’s din was o’er :
emporium of literature, engrossing occupa ate application for further particulars to
clock in the forenoon, and shew caqse, if any
Wars per at
T Lili
Songs of sweet, domestic story,
MILLER & HALL.
tions which prevent personal application or
Dr. Charles Holman,—About three year?
he chai
they have, why the said instrument should
Inter
Ye, alas, are heard no more 1
even messages to libraries and booksellers,
Kennebunk, Aug. 13, 1835.
I«tìpa’d a'
not be proved, approved and allowed as the since, I was induced to try a bottle of your '
retò« kconitnueri,
are so many causes to keep people away
last will and testament of the said deceased. Nature’s Grand Restorative, for a complaint at |
pàpf [until all.arrj
Hearts in apathetic slumbers,
Commissioners’ Notice.
from the feast of reason, and the enjoyment
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the stomach, to which 1 had been subject I
lislie
By her gentle, matchless mind,
A true copy—Attest,
E, the subscribers, having been appoint^
of the coveted literary aliment. It is the aim
(probably occasioned by an obstruction of
She awakened with her numbers,
kor ina'V Ì
ed by the Hon. William A. Haye^,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
some of the unimportant organs.) I found
of the publishers of the Library to obviate
redforit^
And the soul of sense refined.
Aug.
8.
________
_______
Judge
of
Probate
of
Wills,
&c.,
within
and
these
difficulties,
and
to
enable
every
individ

great
relief
from
the
use
of
it,
and
ever
since
Fame has spread her songs of gladness,
Echoed from the princely dome,
ual, at a small cost and without any personal for the County of York, to receive and exam At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with have kept it in my house as a family mediWhile her simple lays of gladness
effects have
experieffort, to obtain for his own use and that of ine the claims of creditors to the estate of
ts beneficial
Oenenc,al enects
nave been
oeen experiin and for the County of York, on the fi,rst i c’ne ’—’its
Bless the lowly cottage home.
BARTHOLOMEW HATCH,
{ enced by several members of my family. Re.
his favoured friends or family, valuable works,
Monday in August, in the year of our Lf)r(
.
•
!
1
1
I
tr
Drilli
’
iYli
’
t
Rv
’
t
complete, on all the branches of useful and late of Wells, in said county, yeoman, deceas
eighteen hundred and thirty-jive, by the spectfullv vour Ob’t. Sv’t.
Once her trembling chords revealing
WILLIAM WALKER.
popular literature, and that in a form well ed, represented insolvent, do hereby give no
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
Deepest thoughts in mournful shade,
jiiiin Back,
tice, that six months are allowed to said cred
adapted to the comfort of the reader.
of said Court :
Vain a breaking heart concealing
I, the subscriber, of Portsmouth, N.H. do'
meohI,iV
itors
to
bring
in
and
prove
their
claims,
and
The
charm
of
variety,
as
far
as
it
is
com

Hopes that promised, here betrayed ;
EREMIAH S. PUTNAM, executor of the hereby certify that ray son was afflicted with1
that
we
shall
attend
that
service,
at
the
dwel

Hopes she had in spring-time cherishe-d—
patible with morality and good taste, will be
nl/IWir,
last will of Phineas McIntire, late of the scrofulous humor, for two years, and I I
The bruised reed—the flower crushed—
held constantly in view in conducting the ling house of Moses Clark, Esq. in said Wells,
!8
’
York, in said county, yeoman, deceased, havhave

in the same time used many medicines
A delusive wreck had perished,
Library, to fill the pages of which the current on the second Saturday of August inst., and ing presented his first account of administra recommended for said complaint with the ad
Iasi «
Ere her lyre and voice were hushed.
literature of Great Britain, in all its various on the second.Saturdays of the five following tion of the estate of said deceased for allow dition of six bottles of Swain’s Panacea and
»I (»»'’ tr1
departments of Biography, History, Travels, months, from two to four o’clock, P. M.
ance : and also his private account against all to no effect until I was induced to callou’
hortR«lia«cf
Mourn her loved and honored name,
MOSES CLARK,
Novels and Poetry, shall be freely put under
the estate of said deceased for allowance :
Dr. Charles HolmaB, who recortimended his
Which genius to the world hath given ;
lea
JOSEPH
EATON.
contribution. With, perchance, occasional
ORDERED—That the said executor Nature’s Grand Restorative and after using
Her soul beyond the breath of fame,
Wells, August 3,1835.
1 ice gM
exceptions, it is intended to give entire the
Shall find felicity in heaven.
give notice to all persons interested, by one bottle only my son was restored to per
t OCCHIÒ toar
Her song of sorrow now hath ceased—
work which shall be selected for publication.
fid leeoni pany*11?1
causing a copy of this order to be pub fect health. I therefore conceive it a duty I
take notice.
Mute her lyre and cold the hand ;
When circumstances authorize the measure,
lished three weeks successively, in the Ken owe to the public to recommend’ this medi
-ellHer broken spirit God appeased,
HE subscriber, having contracted with nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in cine for the above complaint and likewise for
oh ¡(ihe volume
recourse will be had to the literary stores of
And called her to the better land !
the overseers of the poor of the town said county, that they may appear at a Pro costiveness and generally as the best family
Continental Europe, and translations made
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
 Court to be held at Alfred, in said coun medicine. Portsmouth, Aug. 1833.
from French, Italian, or German, as the case
aI1 Avhowsonabi
bate
ing to said town, for the term of one year from ty, on the first Monday in September next, at
may be.
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
JOSIAH WEBSTER.
tigi ‘s and hardship!
date
hereof,
and
having
made
provision
for
Whilst the body of the work will be a re
ten ot the clock in the forenoon, and shew
This may certify that my wife bad been for
na y died when o
“ What did he come here to die for V print, or at times a translation of entire vol that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har cause, if any they have, why the said ac several years afflicted with a cough occasion- I
sor I Bay slation.
boring
or
supporting
any
of
said
paupers
on
umes,
the
cover
will
exhibit
the
miscellane

ally,
and
had
a
seated
hard
one,
for
two
or
i
counts
should
not
be
allowed.
—A few weeks since, a man in one of
’I) J ivo Canadians,
JAMES HOBBS.
ous character of a Magazine, and consist of his account.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
three months, so that she could not rest day' j
the counties of Virginia, east of the sketches
Wells, Dec. 16, 1834.
ly.
of men and things, and notices of
w| riih the coontry
A true copy,—Attest,
or
night,
she obtained some relief from medi- I
Blue Ridge, who had long occupied novelties in literature and the arts, through
id kfromM i
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
cine prescribed by an able Physician, yet she
Aug. 8.
the front rank in the host of drunk out the civilized world. A full and regular
■ou hftlietroe path,
iïpTlÇiï.
was apparently rapidly going into a consutnpHE subscriber having contracted with At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, within tion- While in this state I heard of Holman’s
ards, left one of those pest houses in supply of the literary monthly and hebdoma
d «despatch^
the town of Kennebunk, to support thé
dal journals of Great Britain and Ireland, in
and for the County of York, on the first Mon- Nature’s Grand Restorative, purchased one
our country, miscalled a grocery, very addition
'to W) ini' hio*!3(1
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
to home periodicals of a similar char
in August, in the year of our Lord eigh- bottle ; she began to be relieved, within a day
-era le distance nith
much intoxicated. Unable, after wan acter, cannot fail to provide ample materials notice that he has made suitable provision day
teen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon. Wlhl. i or two from taking this, and in two weeks
for them at the Alms-House, and hereby
boj r ms found,
dering a long time, to find his own for this part of our work.
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
’
• ’
’
her cough
was entirely
cured,
and for seven'
forbids
all
persons
harboring
or
trusting
any
The resources and extensive correspond
BETSEY HATCH, executrix of the last months since she has enjoyed better health
TPI ta artillery!
house, fie reeled back to the grog-shop,
of the Paupers of said town on my account,
will of Bartholomew Hatch, late of Wells, than she has for a number of years before,
Ktp Englandvi!
laid down by the steps and died. The ence of the publishers, are the best guarantee or
on account of the town, as I shall pay no in said county, yeoman, deceased, having with no return of her cough. Not one whole
for the continuance of the enterprise in which
wi i AlalleV) hut
owner of the grocery, when told of it, they are now about'to embark, as well as for bill for their support.
presented her first account of administra bottle was used. Rochester, May 23, 1833.
hf essential se
cursed him, and said,/“ What did he the abundanqe of the materials to give it val
JAMES WARREN.
tion of the estate of said deceased for allow
GERSHOM HORN.
Win Back s
ly.
ance : and also her petition for an allowance
come here to die for
4 The corpse was ue in the eyes of the public. As far as judi Kennebunk, May 1, 1835.
VEGETABLE POWDERS.
- J lest praise, of
out of the personal estate of said deceased :
then taken, stowed away in the cellar, cious selection and arrangement are concern
THESE ' Powders are a most valuable
raluable assi
ed, readers will, it is hoped, have reason to be
ORDERED—That the said executrix
and the orgies suffered no interruption. fully satisfied, as the editor of the Library is
composition for young or old, male or female.
di] this journey
give
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
caus

HE subscribers, having contracted with
They are useful and safe for violent colds, fe
With the appalling spectacle before not a stranger to them, but has more than
iin| fihe different g<
the town of Kennehunk-port, to sup ing a copy of this order to be published three vers, foul stomach, head-ache, jaundice, pain
their eyes, the set which was there as once obtained their favorable suffrages for
weeks
successively,
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